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the control scheme means that you are never at a loss, but that's all we can say about it. if you are
looking for a more precise target acquisition, you should play ico instead of house of the dead 4.

however, there is no difficulty setting in this game. the difficulty is set in most of the ico ports. house
of the dead feels good enough to make even the most crazy of zombie heads explode. another thing

that i find enjoyable is the sound track. it is great to hear all the classic tunes on this remade
remake. we can recommend this game to anyone who enjoyed ico or to anyone looking for another
fps (first person shooter) game. however, this game is not perfect. there are a few glitches, some of
which are quite serious. for example, we have encountered a bug where characters appear endlessly
behind a wall, supposedly for sale. also, the opening city-scenes look pretty nice and smooth (maybe
also due to the fact that the game was originally designed for the playstation 2), but the rest of the

city looks quite awkward. in fact, we were afraid this would be the case, but were pleasantly
surprised how well the graphics turned out. the game is a remake of the original 2d side-scroller

released for the sega dreamcast, playstation, pc and arcade on 23 december 1999. the playstation 2
version was released in north america on 8 october 2002, and has since been re-released on the

playstation store. sega produced the special edition version, while square enix did the pc port. [17]
this version features several changes to the game, including 8-bit graphics, 640x480 pixel resolution,

a controller-based shield attack, the ability to pick up and carry items by walking past them, and a
6-player total elimination mode. [18]
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gun arcade game and the
fourth instalment of the house

of the dead series of video
games, developed by sega.

the player can reload the gun
by shaking it, or by just

pointing off the screen. the
game also features grenades
that the player can throw to

destroy large numbers of
enemies. additional grenades
can be earned by completing
certain tasks or by shooting
crates. at some points in the
game, players are required to
shake the gun vigorously in
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order to escape certain
situations. the game features
branching paths. most of the
paths lead to the same point
in the games story. as with

the house of the dead iii, there
is an end-of-stage bonus

where players can receive
extra lives depending on
headshot level combo,

accuracy, and score. another
returning factor is the

presence of the cancel bar.
the house of the dead 4 is a

horror-themed light gun
arcade game and the fourth
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instalment of the house of the
dead series of video games,

developed by sega. the player
can reload the gun by shaking
it, or by just pointing off the

screen. the game also
features grenades that the
player can throw to destroy
large numbers of enemies.
additional grenades can be

earned by completing certain
tasks or by shooting crates. at

some points in the game,
players are required to shake
the gun vigorously in order to
escape certain situations. the
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game features branching
paths. most of the paths lead

to the same point in the
games story. as with the

house of the dead iii, there is
an end-of-stage bonus where

players can receive extra lives
depending on headshot level
combo, accuracy, and score.

another returning factor is the
presence of the cancel bar.
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